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For my' presence here and the permission to address you I am in-
debted to the kiid invitation of your faculty. • They have pronpted me
to speak to you, 'my "fellow students, of medical education in my early
days, of my contemporaries medical andl.ay, and sonie other subjects.
Unfortunately, that thenie demands that, now., and then I shall have
casually to mention myself not as a co-operator, it is true, but as au
interested looker-on, when great things happened and good and great
men worked for the realization of what you in these days are harvesting
as a spontaneous and legitinate heritage.

Indeed I have lived under the eyes of, and with great men and during
the development of modern iedicine. The. history of these times shoùld
be known to every student of medicine and of social science. For truly
as .we cannot comprehend any country without the know7ledgê of its
origin and the circuistances under which it grew, and of the men who
thought and. fought for it, so there is no way of understanding and ap-
preciating modern nedicine without a fair acquaintance with its annals.

What you are expected to learn in four years is a part of the. results
of previous labors performied during hundreds, ay, thousands of years,
by legions of men of industry, honor, and sonetimes genius. What any
single generation of mei lias created, howcver, should be considered an
episode only. Part of such an episode I shall, at the suggestion of the
great and good men assembled on this platform, recall to your mind as
belonging to our comnon history.

I began the study of mediciâe only fifty-eight years ago. Now, you
have often noticed thaft in.a clear atnosphere a distant height separated
fromn you by ever so nany extensive ridges and deep valleys that your
weary feet have measured ever so often seems to you near by, almost
within reach. Thus that early tine appears to me, looking backward
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